
DEAR BUGGIES! 

WE are LOOKing BACK ON an exciting first BUGS-YEAR. in 2018 GOBUGSGO WAS FOUNDED by 

edgar honetschläger and HENNY LIEBHART-ULM after intense preparatory work with the 

lawyers of DLA PIPER vienna (claudine Vartian and team). END OF NOVEMBER we presented GBG 

AT the KUNSTHALLE VIenna. IN 2019, WE’ve HAD PRESENTATIONS at the UPPER AUSTRIAN 

LANDESmuseum, at the museum of the modern Salzburg, at the forum STAdtpark graz, at 

the CHARIM Gallery vienna, at the kunstverein Eisenstadt (with students of the local 

high-school) and at the FrankfurtER kunstverein. latter two can still be seen until mid 

2020. many THANKS to the CURATORs lucas gehrmann, thorsten sadowski, zweintopf, 

Franziska nori, gabriele spindler, Miryam Charim, barbara horvath and GERDA hermine 

aigner-silvestrini.  

this year lots of ground work has been done. supported by devoted volunteers we 

succeeded in setting up the essential pillars of the NPO GOBUGSGO: DAVID Wöss keeps track 

of our finances (lot of work given the increasing number of buggies), Henny LIEBHART-ULM 

monitors the progress of our efforts with arguS' eyes - both were present at every event 

and keep on bringing in new ideas. Just like johann leitner, without whose help it would 

have been impossible for us to set up so many events. The leporello was designed by Sonja 

wilfing and the C-prints for the drawings in edition came from peter kurz/cyberlab. Fiona 

liewehr wrote a beautiful text, the architects from the next enterprise (Ernst J. Fuchs & 

Marie-Therese Harnoncourt) were responsible for our exhibition design. the list of those 

who helped to create 1,500 ‘art n ’nature packages’ is long - we’ll name Caroline Böhm and 

her family representing all other beautiful helpers. Many thanks also to all buggies 

who supported and helped at the live events. brilliant Klemens Ortmeyer became our 

photographer. marKUS KROTTENhammer set up the payment system on the internet and is 

constantly looking after it with his team, regi leibetseder-löw takes care of our 

website, which was created in collaboration with thomas woschitz, dominik hruza and 

andrea rendl-pitrey. SONJA DORMANN translated from English to German, Valentina wöss 

to Russian, giuseppe delmestri to Italian, Dominique Binoux-Angeli to French. the 

biologist peter iwaniewicz lent us his credibility at many events with expertise, advice and 

humor, as did biologist fritz gusenleiter and biologist dominique zimmermann. the 

ecologist eva schweiger helped us a lot on the theoretical side. The wonderful notary's 

office, Wolfgang Schuster from Linz, takes care of all the tasks related to land 

purchase, Susanne Penz and Jürgen BERNHARD became our controllers. the ERSTe bank 

provided us with a free account - thanks to Stefano massera and Sonja herzog. 

the work that needs to be done sometimes seems inexhaustible and yet everyone helps on a 

pro bono basis for which the bugs are sincerely grateful and will hopefully make them 

buzz accordingly in the upcoming spring. 

and, of course, many thanks to all of you who have become part of the Movement! 

ON dec 10th THE FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE A-BUGGIES = ORDINARY MEMBERS OF THE 

'GOBUGSGO, Association for the Liberation of Nature, Set Nature Free’ took place. THE 

MANAGing BOARD WAS RELEASED and we received lots of suggestions on how we could improve 

our work. 



a year in the 'bugs and BIRDS' can call TWO patches of land their own. HOWEVER, OUR 

ACTIVITIES reached WAY BEYOND THIS COMMITMENT. RECURRING PRESENCE IN THE MEDIA, this does 

not happen by itself and we want to use this occasion to thank all journalists who are 

enthusiastic about the bugs. the GOBUGSGO online video competition was initiated, a 

GOBUGSGO wine was created in cooperation with the winery heinrich, in December of this 

year a GOBUGSGO advent calendar went online for free download. we are planning a coup 

for early 2020 that you will hear about soon. 

The hardest thing for us is tracking down properties that we can afford and also buy. As 

expected, many communities oppose us: 'farmer's land remains in farmer's hands!' Apart from 

that, scouting land proved to be very hard. just to find out whether a purchase makes 

sense and can be accomplished is very time-consuming. we are urgently looking for legal 

assistance. lawyers and bug-LAND-scouts please contact us! 

Please do not forget that GOBUGSGO is not about supporting an individual or an 

institution, but simply about us. Without insects, us humans will soon cease to exist. 

thousands of Scientists have just raised alarm about the extinction of more and more 

species. the issue is urgent, the hour of action has come. We are grateful to all of you 

buggies for any help granted, for suggestions, but also for further donations, in order 

to being able to carry out the overbearing tasks. Please let us know if you can help. 

ONLY TOGETHER WE CAN achieve SOMETHING. 

account: ERSTE BANK VIENNA. ACCOUNT name: GOBUGSGO IBAN: AT 932011184031993800, BIC/SWIFT: 
GIBAATWWXXX 

we wish you a relaxed end of the year and keep on supporting the bugs !!!


